
Franklin Girls Softball Association (FGSA) Playing Rules Instructional Division

All play is governed by USA rules, except as noted below. In addition, certain ASA rules are
noted for emphasis.

· Goal

The primary objective of the Instructional Division is a fun beginning to the game of softball with
a full focus on socialization and enjoyment and an easy introduction of the basic rules and
fundamentals of the sport.

· Overview

The Instructional league is an introductory tee ball league for Kindergarten aged girls. All girls
will hit off a tee to learn the proper mechanics of their swing – continuous tee work is essential
and is seen being used by teams all the way through college and beyond.

The goal of this league is to introduce the fundamentals of softball, while they have fun with their
teammates. They will learn how to properly throw, field, and hit a ball, as well as proper base
running – which includes our famous relay races around the bases. Many age-appropriate drills
will be utilized to teach these skills, but the drills will look more like games to the girls. It is a time
to have fun while learning. There will be practices with other teams and games scattered
throughout the season to ensure the girls interact with everyone in this league.

Teams will be randomly put together with girls of all skill levels being on each team.

· Days and Times

Weekday practice (Wednesdays) at 5:30 PM EST

Weekend games (Saturdays) at 3:00 PM EST

· Dimensions

10-inch softie-style ball

· Practice



Joint practices for all players focused on fundamental skill development with an emphasis on
fun and team building.

· Game Play

4 inning games or an hour, whichever comes first.

Players will hit off a tee.

For player development, if a player wants to hit coach pitch, they may get three pitches then go
back to a tee.

No catcher will be used.

All players bat – a continuous batting order will be used.

Coach flexibility to extend games as needed up to 90 minutes.

Inning will end once all available players have batted.

Last batter will be declared every inning and they will run all the way around the bases.

May use 6 infielders - First, Second, Third, SS, Pitcher, and player in between Second and SS.
If beyond 6 players, then a coach should take players to the outfield to do skills to keep them
engaged and active.

Players who arrive after the start of the game will be added to the end of the order.

Minimum of four players required to start and finish a game.

If enough players are not available for one team, coaches should try to divide out all available
players for a game.


